DIMARO Consulting GmbH.
Hermanngasse 10
A-1070 Vienna/AUSTRIA
Mag. Tomislav Salinacki
Managing Partner
Tel: +43-699-12586961
Email: salinacki@dimaro.at

14, June 2004

Dear Mr. Biramen,
By this letter on our company’s letterhead I confirm that You worked for our company as a freelancing
Database & Intranet Developer and created several applications for us and our clients between the dates of
June 1st 2002 and May 31st 2004.
During this period you performed the following tasks:
.) Designing an enterprise-wide Data Dictionary
.) UML Modelling of business processes & sketching of the new applications to be developed
.) Converting of Access 2000 and SQL Server 7 databases to version 2000
.) Converting of VB 6 client applications and COM-Server to .NET
.) Developing Access and SQL Server relational databases
.) Reports generation using Crystal Reports 9
.) Developing multidimensional reporting databases using Analysis Services
.) Developing XML-based inranet and extranet applications using .NET
.) Developing windows based application using .NET
.) Testing and deploying of applications
.) Documenting the deployment, administration and architecture of applications
.) Assisting in finding new developers by interviewing the applicants, delegating some of your work to our new
developers, supervising their work and updating me on the progress of the projects.
I confirm that while performing the above tasks you were exposed to sensitive data, which you’ve handled in
accordance with the made disclosure agreement. I further confirm that the disclosure agreement remains
valid one year after the end of our work relationship and that in this time you will not reveal any work related
information like code, data and clients name to any outside individual or organisation.
The above tasks involved the use of the following tools and technologies:
Microsoft Access 2000
Microsoft SQL Server 7 & 2000 (coding, tuning, backup, replication, clustering)
DTS-programming,
Microsoft Analysis Server 2000 (involving MDX-coding)
SQL Best Practices Analyzer
SQLXML 3.0, SQL XML Mapper, XML/XSLT/XPath/XLink/XPointer
Altova XMLSpy Enterprise 2004
Knosys ProClarity 5.0
Microsoft Excel 2000 – VBA, Microsoft FrontPage 2003
Visual Studio .NET 2000 & 2003
Component.One Studio for Visual Studio.NET
CodeCharge Studio
Visual SourceSafe 6, CodeLib.NET
HTML/CSS/JavaScript
Evaluating and using several DHTML Menu-Generators (Sothink DHTML Menu-Generator, DHTML Meni-Builder,
Visual QuickMenu Pro, WebMenu Studio, AllWebMenus)
I confirm that during your work for our company and its clients, you had regular contacts with peers and
supervisors who have a four-year degree or its equivalent.
Sincerely,
Mag. Tomislav Salinacky

